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Rich Folks Hoax
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official website: http://sugarman.org/

Artist: Sixto Rodriguez
Song: Rich Folks Hoax
Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8axUpG2472U
Transcription: SCA, kostya.levin.sca@gmail.com

Tuning: standard
Capo: 2nd fret

Chords used:
Am:    x.0.2.2.1.0
Asus2: x.0.2.2.0.0 
Dm:    x.x.0.2.3.1
Dsus2: x.x.0.2.3.0
E:     0.2.2.1.0.0
E/A:   0.0.2.1.0.0
Em:    0.2.2.0.0.0

Note:
Am*: switch between Am and Asus2
E*: switch between E and Em (in some versions E and E/A)
Dm*: switch between Dm and Dsus2 (in live version often skipped)

[Intro]
Am*

[Verse]
                           Dm*    E*   Am*
The moon is hanging in the purple sky
                          Dm*    E*   bass Dm*
Baby s sleeping while its mother sighs
E*                Am*
Talking  bout the rich folks
                  Dm*
Rich folks have the same jokes
    E*                 Am*
And they park in basic places

[Verse]
The priest is preaching from a shallow grave
He counts his money, then he paints you saved
Talking to the young folks
Young folks share the same jokes
But they meet in older places

[Chorus]



Dm*        E             Am* 
  So don t tell me about your success
Dm*        E              Am* 
  Nor your recipes for my happiness
Dm*        E
  Smoke in bed
        Am*
I never could digest
Dm*                   E             Am*
  Those illusions you claim to have going

[Verse]
The sun is shining, as it s always done
Carbon dust is the fate of everyone
Talking  bout the rich folks
The poor create the rich hoax
And only late breast-fed fools believe it

[Chorus]
So don t tell me about your success
Nor your recipes for my happiness
Smoke in bed
I never could digest
Those illusions you claim to have going

Note II:
Bass riff
e|------------------|
B|------------------|
G|------------------|
D|--2--1--0---------|
A|------------------|
E|------------------|

Note III:
If you have any corrections or improvements to the tab write
them on the comments section, or send me a message,
or e-mail, so we can together make this tab even better.  

SCA, kostya.levin.sca@gmail.com


